James Wolfe Sculpture Trail

James Wolfe, a nationally renowned sculptor, was commissioned by the Johnstown Centennial Committee to create ten steel sculptures as a tribute to Johnstown's steel heritage. Eight of these remarkable works are placed along this trail. The ninth sculpture, the largest piece at 35', is located on the hillside below the Inclined Plane observation deck. The tenth sculpture is located opposite the Bethlehem Steel offices on Walnut Street in Johnstown.

SCULPTURES
1. Steel Perch
2. Lady With a Mirror
3. Center Punch
4. Dancing Steel
5. Prancing Steel
6. Sunrise Drill
7. Three High Roll Fantasy
8. Steel Beare-
9. Steel Float

Main entrance to the Rolling Mill mine which provided coal to the Cambria Iron Company located across the river. The mine was the first large-scale mine to operate in the region. On July 10, 1902, a gas explosion in the mine killed 112 miners. When the mine closed in 1931, it had yielded 22.4 million tons of coal.

Length of Sculpture Trail: 1.4 miles